SUBJ Program Summary -- Sofia Botev 261830
Full Text Superzone of Message
1 [Reception: good]
2 1. stara zagora--80th anniversary of edirne campaign commemorated here and elsewhere.
3 2. sofia--interior minister to report to parliament next friday in closed session on whether mp's telephones are tapped. (bta filed)
4 3. sofia--draft decree ready for pay raise for state employees; tripartite commission to consider it next week.
5 4. sofia--imf mission chief, finance minister gave news conference at conclusion of successful talks. (bta filed)
6 5. geneva--karabashev to sign efta agreement on monday. (bta filed)
7 6. sofia--nato south area chief to arrive with delegation on 28 march on three-day visit.
8 7. bucharest--new bulgarian envoy presents credentials to iliescu.
9 8. moscow--extraordinary congress ends first day work; brief report on proceedings; signs of desire to reach compromise.
10 9. paria--dumas welcomes izetbegovic signing bosnian peace plan; klaus kinkel also
11 10. belgrade--mladic agrees to general ceasefire in bosnia- herzegovina from monday, according to morillon.
12 11. strasbourg--chirac says he does not object to mitterrand serving full term.
13 12. costa rica--several reports of ufo's in recent weeks.
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